Abstract. We prove that the Shilov boundary is invariant under proper holomorphic mappings between some classes of domains (containing among others quasi-balanced domains with the continuous Minkowski functionals). Moreover, we obtain an extension theorem for proper holomorphic mappings between quasi-circular domains.
Introduction and statement of results
In the paper we will use the notion of quasi-circular domains. Let m 1 , . . . , m n be relatively prime natural numbers. Recall that a domain D ⊂ C n is said to be (m 1 , . . . , m n )-circular (shortly quasi-circular ) if
(1) (λ m1 x 1 , . . . , λ mn x n ) ∈ D for any |λ| = 1, x = (x 1 , . . . , x n ) ∈ D.
If the relation (1) holds with |λ| ≤ 1, then D is said to be (m 1 , . . . , m n )-balanced (shortly quasi-balanced ). Let R II denote the classical Cartan domain of the second type, i.e.
R II = {z ∈ M 2×2 (C) : z = z t , ||z|| < 1}, where || · || is the operator norm and M 2×2 (C) denotes the space of 2 × 2 complex matrices. Put Π : M 2×2 (C) ∋ z = (z i,j ) → (z 1,1 , z 2,2 , det z) ∈ C 3 .
We define E := Π(R II ). The domain E is called the tetrablock.
The tetrablock is a (1, 1, 2)-balanced domain in C 3 appearing in control engineering and produces problems of a function-theoretic character. Its geometric properties have been investigated in several papers (see e.g. [Ab-Wh-Yo] , , [You] and references contained there). Recall here that in [You] the author using Kaup's theorem obtained a description of the group of automorphisms of this domain. In the paper we prove an Alexander-type theorem for the tetrablock showing that every proper holomorphic self-map of the tetrablock is an automorphism. Theorem 1. Let ϕ : E → E be a proper holomorphic mapping. Then ϕ is an automorphism.
As a side effect we obtain a natural correspondence between automorphisms of the tetrablock and of the classical domain of the second type indicated in Lemma 16. This correspondence gives much easier and more elementary method of deriving the explicit formulas for automorphisms of the tetrablock. In particular, we extend results from [You] and simplify their proofs.
The methods used in the paper rely upon the investigation of proper holomorphic mappings between quasi-circular domains. We start with generalizing the Bell's extension result (see [Bel2] 
Note that in general the Shilov boundary is not invariant even under biholomorphic polynomial mappings -see Example 10.
Based on the former idea we also obtain the following result:
As a consequence of our considerations we show that any proper holomorphic mapping between quasi-balanced bounded domains preserves the Shilov boundary. Namely, we have the following As we indicate in the sequel the results obtained in the paper give immediately a description of the Shilov boundaries of many domains like the symmetrized polydisc (see ), the tetrablock (see [Ab-Wh-Yo] ) etc. Moreover, they exclude the existence of proper holomorphic mappings between some domains. For example, the well known theorem stating that there is no proper holomorphic mapping between the polydisc and the Euclidean ball is a direct consequence of our results.
As a by-product of our considerations we obtain in Lemma 15 an extension of the main result from [Tum-Hen] .
In this paper in Remark 17 it is also shown that the tetrablock is not C-convex. Recall that a consequence of the Lempert theorem is the fact that the Carathéodory pseudodistance and the Lempert function of a C-convex domain with C 2 boundary coincide (see [Jac] ). Since results obtained in [Ab-Wh-Yo] (see also ) suggest that the equality between the Carathéodory pseudodistance and the Lempert function holds in the tetrablock, the tetrablock is the candidate for the first bounded pseudoconvex domain non-biholomorphically equivalent to a C-convex domain for which the equality between mentioned above functions holds.
It also seems to be interesting whether the tetrablock may be exhausted by domains biholomorphic to C-convex domains.
Here is some notation. Throughout the paper D denotes the unit disc in the complex plane. The unit Euclidean ball in C n is denoted by B n . Moreover Prop(D, G) is the set of proper holomorphic mappings between domains D and G. The Shilov and Bergman boundary is denoted respectively by ∂ s and ∂ b . Now I would like to thank professor W lodzimierz Zwonek for reading the manuscript, many remarks and fruitful discussions.
Extension of proper holomorphic mappings between quasi-balanced domains
We start this section with recalling basic properties of circular domains and the Bergman projection which will be useful in the sequel. By k D we shall denote the Bergman kernel associated to a domain D. Let moreover P D denote the Bergman projection for D. We use the notation
where ∂ α stands for 
This function has similar properties as the standard Minkowski functional for balanced domains. Some of them may be found in [Nik] . In particular,
For a subset K of C n we putK := {x : x ∈ K}.
for z, w ∈ D, r ∈ [0, 1], we easily find that the function (z, w) → k D (z, w) may be extended holomorphically to D 1/r ×D r for any 0 < r ≤ 1.
Assume additionally that G is an (m 1 , . . . , m n )-circular domain containing the origin. Choose δ > 0 such that δB n ⊂ G. Let θ be a radial function in C ∞ 0 (δB n ) such that θ ≥ 0 and δBn θ = 1. Since holomorphic functions assume their average values we find that
Since k G (z, ·) extends holomorphically to a neighborhood of G provided that z is sufficiently close to 0, one may differentiate this formula at z = 0 to get that
This relation together with (7) gives
. The next lemma has been proved by S. Bell in the case when D and G are bounded circular domains and 0 ∈ G (see [Bel2] ). It is interesting that after minor modifications the methods used by Bell yield a stronger result. We present the whole proof for the sake of completeness.
m n )-circular and contains the origin. Assume moreover that the domain D satisfies the following property: for any open, relatively compact subset
Then any proper holomorphic mapping f : D → G extends holomorphically to a neighborhood of D.
Proof. Let m = (m 1 , . . . , m n ). Properties of the Bergman kernel and a standard argument imply that the equation
holds for any z, w ∈ G and |λ| sufficiently close to 1. Differentiating this formula several times with respect to w i and putting w = 0 we find that
for α ∈ N n , z ∈ G and |λ| sufficiently close to 1. Whence a standard argument shows that there are c β ∈ C such that
where the sum is taken over β ∈ N n satisfying the relation β, m = α, m . Therefore, the linear independence of k α G (z, 0) (see (8)) implies that for every β ∈ N n there arec α such that
where the sum is taken over α ∈ N n satisfying the relation α, m = β, m . Now (13) together with (9) provide us with the function
Making use of the above relations we infer that
for i = 1, . . . , n, and k ∈ N. From these relations and the assumption on k D we easily conclude that all the functions appearing in the left side of (15) extend holomorphically to some open, connected neighborhood U of D.
We will briefly show that f i extends holomorphically to the domain U.
Fix any point x ∈ U such that u(x) = 0. Changing, if necessary, the coordinates system we may assume that both u and uf i satisfy the assumptions of Weierstrass Preparation Theorem near x. Since uf k i is holomorphic on U , the Weierstrass polynomial associated to u divides the Weierstrass polynomial associated to uf i . This, in particular, means that f i is locally bounded near the analytic set {u = 0}, so the assertion follows from the Riemann's removable singularity theorem.
Remark 7. Note that the continuity of the Minkowski functional of a bounded quasibalanced domain D is equivalent to the fact that for every 0 < r < 1 the domain D is relatively compact in D 1/r . Therefore any quasi-balanced domain fulfils the assumptions of Lemma 6.
Corollary 8. Any proper holomorphic mapping f : R II → E may be extended holomorphically to a neighborhood of R II .
Proofs of Theorems 2, 3 and the applications
We start this section with the following Remark 9. The technical assumption occurring in the Theorem 2 seems to be very natural. Observe that x ∈ ( m ∂ s G m ) ∩ ∂G if and only if there is a subsequence (n k ) and there are
One may very easily show that for any bounded domain G and any increasing family of domains
Example 10. Note that Theorem 2 does not remain valid if we remove the assumption ( m ∂ s G m ) ∩ ∂G = ∂ s G even in the case when f is a proper polynomial mapping. As an example one may take
Proof of Theorem 2. The inclusion ∂ s G ⊂ f (∂ s D) follows immediately from the definition of the Shilov boundary. We shall prove that
for some x 0 ∈ ∂D. Note that lim sup
Actually, otherwise there would exist a subsequence (m k ) ⊂ N, ǫ > 0 and
Passing, if necessary, to a subsequence we can assume that x m k converges to some x 0 . Using the assumptions on the domain G and the mapping f we infer that
which gives an obvious contradiction. Therefore we may take m big enough and replace x 0 by a point x ′ 0 ∈ f −1 (G m ) sufficiently close to x 0 at which the mapping f is non-degenerate so that
Let h j , j = 1, . . . , k, be holomorphic mappings in the neighborhood of f (x ′ 0 ) given by f −1 = {h j : j = 1, . . . , k}. Making use of (17) together with the Kronecker Theorem (see e.g. [Har-Wri] ) one may show the existence of a natural number d such that
To prove it put a j = ψ(h j (f (x ′ 0 ))), j = 1, . . . , k. Change, if necessary, the order of a j so that |a 1 | = . . . = |a l | and |a j | < |a 1 | for j = l + 1, . . . , n. Dividing all a j by ψ(h 1 (f (x ′ 0 ))) we reduce ourselves to the following situation: a j = e iθj , j = 1 . . . , l, |a j | < 1, j = l + 1, . . . , n and A < 1, where θ j ∈ R, j = 1, . . . , l.
Changing the order once again we may assume that 1, θ 1 , . . . , θ l1 are Q-linearly independent, l 1 ≤ l, l 1 ∈ N ∪ {0} and
. . , l, where q j,ι ∈ Z, ι = 0, . . . , l 1 , and N ∈ N. Put M = max{|q j,ι |, N }.
According to the Kronecker Theorem (see e.g. [Har-Wri]) there is a sequence of natural numbers (d
Properties of (d µ ) guarantee that |a
dµ → l > 0, which obviously proves the existence of a natural number d fulfilling (18).
A well known argument shows that the formula ϕ = ζ • (ψ × . . . × ψ) • f −1 defines a holomorphic function on G. It follows from (17) and (18) that 
Assume that there is an increasing family of domains
Proof. It follows from Remark 11 that ∂ s G = ∂ b G. Thus, Theorem 2 together with Remark 11 gives:
may be shown as in the proof of Theorem 2.
Sketch of proof of Theorem 3. The inclusions
We will prove both inclusion simultaneously. Assume a contrary, i.e. there is a function ψ ∈ O(K) ∩ C(G) (respectively ψ ∈ O(K)) such that |ψ| does not attain its maximum on
for some x 0 ∈ K. Obviously f (x 0 ) may be assumed to be a regular value of f.
Let k denote the multiplicity of the mapping f :
Write f −1 = {h 1 , . . . , h k } in a neighborhood of a, where h i are holomorphic functions. One may repeat the argument used in the proof of Theorem 2 to show the existence of a natural number d such that
Proof of Corollary 4. a) Define
It is clear that the family {G m } m satisfies the assumptions of Theorem 2. So applying Lemma 6 we reduce the situation to the one occurring in Theorem 2.
b) It is a direct consequence of a) and Remark 5
Remark 13. Note that Theorem 3 and Corollary 4 allow us to determine the Shilov boundary of some classes of domains containing the symmetrized polydisc (see ) and the tetrablock. For example ∂ s E = Π(∂ s R II ) = Π(U), where U consists of unitary symmetric matrices (see also [You] , where the author using elementary methods computed the Shilov boundary of the tetrablock). It is also interesting that Theorem 2 may be used for showing the non-existence of proper holomorphic mappings between some domains. For instance, using Corollary 4 we immediately see that Prop(D n , B n ) and Prop(B n , D n ) are empty for n ≥ 2 (see also [Nar] ). As an other example of the application of this result, observe that the theorem showing that there are no proper holomorphic mappings between B n × B m and B n+m follows directly from Corollary 4.
Applications to the tetrablock
The next result has been proved in [Rud2] for the Euclidean ball in C n . We would like to mention here that for our purposes a much weaker result of Tumanov and Henkin proved in [Tum-Hen] is sufficient. However, it seems to be interesting that after some modifications the Rudin's idea may be applied to the symmetric domains.
First recall a well known classical result.
Lemma 14 (see [Rud1] , Theorem 8.1.2). Suppose that Ω 1 and Ω 2 are balanced domains in C n and C m respectively. Suppose moreover that Ω 2 is convex and bounded and Proof. A direct computation shows that for any symmetric unitary matrix a there is a unitary matrix u such that uu t = a. Since any of the mappings R II ∋ x → uxu t ∈ R II , where u is unitary, is an automorphism of R II , we may assume that a 0 = b 0 = 1.
Recall that (see e.g. [Hua] ) for every a ∈ R II the mapping
is an automorphism of R II , and ϕ a (0) = −a and its inverse is given by ϕ
Note that G k is a biholomorphic mapping, G k (0) = 0. Clearly ϕ −a (x) → 1 locally uniformly whenever a → 1, so a compactness argument gives the existence of δ k > 0 such that δ k → 1, as k → ∞, and both ϕ a k (U ∩ R II ),
Since G k (0) = 0, it follows that there exists a subsequence of {G k } (also denote by {G k }) converging locally uniformly to G : R II → R II . Clearly | det G ′ (0)| = 1 and G(0) = 0, so by Lemma 14 the domain R II is mapped by G ′ (0) into R II . Since | det G ′ (0)| = 1, the mapping G ′ (0) preserves the volume. Hence G ′ (0) maps R II onto R II , in particular it is a unitary operator. Compose G with (G ′ (0)) −1 and then apply the Cartan theorem in order to find that G is also unitary.
Let N = {z ∈ M 2×2 (C) : z = z t , ||z|| = ρ(z)}, where ρ denotes the spectral radius. Note that N ∩ R II is open and dense in R II . Moreover λz ∈ N for any z ∈ N and λ ∈ C \ {0}. For z ∈ R II define D z = {λz : ||λz|| < 1} ⊂ R II .
Let K be any compact subset of N ∩ R II . Observe that
for a ∈ R II sufficiently close to 1. Indeed, otherwise there would exist sequences (λ n ) ⊂ C, (z n ) ⊂ K and (a n ) ⊂ R II such that a n → 1 and λ n → λ 0 ∈ C, z n → z 0 ∈ K and λ n z n ∈ ϕ an (R II ∩ U ) (pass to subsequences, if necessary). If λ 0 = 0, then the contradiction is obvious. In the other case
an (λ n z n ) converges to 1 (use the formula (21)). Whence λ n z n ∈ ϕ an (R II ∩ U ) for large n; a contradiction.
Since G is unitary,
, where p = p t and c > 0 are chosen such that
Property (22) yields the existence of an n such that
We may assume that for such chosen n :
Therefore, making use of (23) we get that D Gn(z) ⊂ ϕ bn (V ∩ R II ).
Thus we may use a standard argument to the mapping G n : D z → R II , where z = z t is such that ||z − p|| < c, in order to find that ||G n (z)|| ≤ ||z||. The same argument applied to G −1 n : D Gn(z) → R II together with the previous inequality gives ||G n (z)|| = ||z|| for ||z − p|| < c, z = z t . Obviously this equality remains validate on the whole ϕ an (R II ∩ U ).
Choose r such that a ball rR II is contained in ϕ an (R II ∩ U ) ∩ ϕ bn (R II ∩ V ) for a large n. The restriction of G k to rR II is an automorphism of rR II fixing 0. So we conclude from the description of the group of automorphism of classical Cartan domain of the second type that G k is unitary. From this piece of information we immediately get the assertion.
We are ready to show the correspondence between proper holomorphic selfmappings of the tetrablock and the Cartan domain of the second type. Since every proper holomorphic mapping is non-degenerate, properties of the Shilov boundary show that the intersection of sets J and ∂ s R II is non-empty. Take any x 0 ∈ J ∩ ∂ s R II .
Fix a y 0 such that Π(y 0 ) = f (x 0 ). The choice of x 0 and properties of covering maps allow us to choose open neighborhoods U, V of x 0 , y 0 respectively and a biholomorphic mapping such that (26) f = Π • ψ on U.
We find from Corollary 4 that f (x 0 ) lies in the Shilov boundary of the tetrablock. So ψ(x 0 ) is unitary. Lemma 15 and the identity principle finish the proof.
Now we are able to prove an Alexander-type theorem for the tetrablock.
Proof of Theorem 1. It suffices to apply Lemma 16 to get that the mapping ϕ•Π has multiplicity 2. Since Π also has multiplicity 2 we infer that ϕ is an automorphism.
Remark 17. Note that the tetrablock is not C-convex. Actually, let (27) γ(x) = |x 1 − x 2 x 3 | + |x 1 x 2 − x 3 | + |x 3 | 2 , for x = (x 1 , x 2 , x 3 ) ∈ C 3 .
As shown in [Ab-Wh-Yo], x ∈ E if and only if γ(x) < 1. For ζ ∈ C put
Obviously ϕ(1), ϕ(−1) ∈ E. Moreover ϕ(iζ) = In particular γ(ϕ(z)) > 1 for any z ∈ {x ∈ C : Re x = 0}, so E ∩ ϕ(C) is not connected.
